Data Sheet
Equinix Fabric™ for Service Providers

Connect digital infrastructure
at software speed
Scale your services globally without additional
capital expense to meet customer demand, create
new revenue streams and drive innovation.

How digital business connects

Features

Expand and optimize your services by interconnecting seamlessly with
thousands of customers, partners and top-tier service providers worldwide
using Equinix Fabric.
The on-demand, software-defined interconnections that Equinix Fabric
enables across Platform Equinix® power your success forward by increasing
the security, speed, flexibility and agility of your entire digital infrastructure.
Deliver value in new ways while lowering the cost and burden of managing
all of your infrastructure connections yourself through one connection to the
world. Equinix Fabric is available in 50+ metros on five continents.
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Provision new, softwaredefined interconnections for
your customers in minutes (vs.
months) through a portal or APIs
for quicker response to business
demands and faster product
portfolio expansion.

Reach

Expand globally and regionally
to meet customer demand in
50+ metros on five continents.
Grow cloud and network
interconnectivity via an ecosystem
of thousands of service providers,
including leading IaaS, PaaS and
SaaS providers.
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Equinix.com/EquinixFabric

Adjust customer bandwidth
on demand, without restrictive
contract terms, and provision
interconnections to multiple
service providers in as many
locations as needed.
Manage your customers’ Layer 2
and 3 connections and services
in your existing management and
automation solution.

Reliability

Ensure your customers’
application performance
by deploying private, direct
interconnections globally at
the edge.

Optimize your infrastructure

Technical Specifications
Equinix Fabric port

Simplify and aggregate access to your services

§ 1 Gbps, 10 Gbps and 100 Gbps

Offer access to your network and services using
programmable, secure, software-defined interconnections.

ports available. Includes crossconnect cable from customer
cage to Equinix Fabric port.

Make your services accessible to new customers

Leverage the reach of 10,000 Equinix customers worldwide
waiting to connect and use your services.

Connection speed

§ Bandwidth tiers from
50 Mbps to 10 Gbps.

Expand your reach into new markets

Connection options

Reduce complexity by connecting from a single port to your
global ecosystem of customers, partners and providers.

§ Enable interconnection with

any Equinix customer where
Equinix Fabric is available.

Provide flexible, private connectivity to leading
cloud services

§ Layer 2 and Layer 3

Support your customers’ hybrid cloud or multicloud
strategies with scalable, flexible interconnection to leading
cloud providers.

configuration options.

§ Create service profiles to

standardize your customers’
connectivity options.

Availability SLA

§ 99.999% (dual ports).
§ 99.9% (single port).
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Equinix Location
Equinix Fabric™ Location
Equinix Fabric Coming Soon

DUBAI*
SÃO PAULO
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MELBOURNE
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MUSCAT

Partner Data Center
*Provides connectivity to local
clouds within the UAE.

Ready to get started?
For more technical information, including reseller functionality,
visit the Equinix Fabric Documentation Center at Eqix.it/ECXdocs.
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